Marketing material as of: October 2018

Turbo Certificates
LEVERAGE PRODUCTS WITH KNOCK-OUT

"If there is a clear drive in
the market, experienced investors
ignite the turbo – a leverage product
that stands out for its simplicity and
enables investors to generate
above average profit at low
capital expenditure. And what is
the risk? The knock-out."
▫▫ The underlying of a Turbo Certificate is usually a share, an
index or a commodity.
▫▫ "Turbo long" means that investors expect the underlying to
post an increase, whereas "turbo short" enables investors to
generate yield with falling a underlying price.
▫▫ The strike is the underlying's price that is relevant to calculate
the leverage. The strike is adjusted on a daily basis taking
financing costs into account.

Turbo Certificates enable investors with a high risk
appetite to participate at a little capital expenditure
in rising (long) or falling (short) underlying's price
movements.
Due to their simple functionality, these leverage products are
suitable for those investors who wish to realize their market
opinion quickly and transparently. If the investor's market
expectation fails to come true, the investor can suffer a total
loss of the invested capital.

▫▫ The leverage indicates the theoretical percentage
increase or decrease of the Turbo Certificate's
price if the underlying's price rises or falls by one
percent.
▫▫ The barrier is also referred to as "knock-out" level. If the
barrier is touched, undercut (long) or exceeded (short) by
the underlying's price any time during the term, the certificate
is redeemed at the residual value prior to maturity. Daily
adjustments are made to consider interest rate effects.

Certificates by
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Turbo Certificates
The turbo for the portfolio
The idea behind
Turbo Certificates allow investors with a high risk
appetite to realise their market expectations with
disproportionate profit opportunities and as an
alternative to a direct investment into a share, a
commodity or an index. The leverage effect of Turbo
Certificates causes the certificate's price to move more
strongly than the underlying's price. The "turbo" is
correlated to the underlying's performance – in contrast
to warrants, volatility and term have hardly any influence
on the certificate's value. Thus Turbo Certificates are
particularly transparent and easy to calculate.
Turbo Certificates are highly flexible. The investment
horizon is straightforward between a few days up to
a few weeks. Depending on the product's key facts,
investors can generate leveraged profit both in rising
and falling markets. Moreover, investors can revert to
hedging strategies.
Turbo Certificates bear high profit opportunities but
also high risk: if the investor's market expectation fails
to materialize, the investor can suffer a total loss of the
invested capital.
Functionality
A particular feature of Turbo Certificates is the
leverage. The leverage indicates the extent by
which the certificates reacts more strongly than
the underlying. The higher the leverage, the higher the
potential profit and the potential loss. In addition, Turbo
Certificates have a barrier which acts as a "knock-out"
level. As soon as the price of the underlying reaches the
knock-out level, the certificate is immediately terminated.
The investor obtains solely the residual value which
often has a symbolic rather than actual value.
Turbo Certificates have either a maturity date or are
open-ended.

Turbo Certificates qualify for the subsequent market
expectations of investors:

falling

slightly
falling

sideways
moving

slightly
rising

rising

Product variants
▫▫ Long Turbo Certificates
Long Turbo Certificates benefit from a rising underlying's
price. Instead of investing directly into the underlying, the
investor provides only a part of the capital. The capital
required to purchase the underlying is composed of
the investor's part paid for the Turbo Certificate and
a financing part provided by the issuer. In a Turbo
Certificate investors do thus not need to provide the
entire capital amount to purchase the underlying –
lower capital expenditure is required on the part of the
investor.
The underlying's performance affects the capital
component, whereas the financing component remains
unchanged:
▫▫ A rise in the underlying's price triggers an increase
of the capital component and thus of the certificate's
price. The investor benefits from a rising underlying
even though the investor only paid in part of the
capital required.
▫▫ If the underlying's performance fails to meet the
investor's expectation, the capital component is
gradually used up. The point in time when the
investor's capital has been entirely used up is
referred to as strike. The Long Turbo Certificate
expires worthless.
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Components of Turbo Certificates
and their impact
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The investor pays interest in return for the financing
component. The financing costs are made up of a
reference interest rate and an issue surcharge of
the respective bank. Turbo Certificates consider the
financing costs by adjusting the strike and the barrier.
Thus the financing component reduces capital to be
paid by the investor. The longer the Turbo Certificate is
held, the higher are the financing costs.
In Long Turbo Certificates, the barrier is set above the
strike. If the underlying reaches the barrier, the Turbo
Certificate is knocked out. The residual value, if any, is
paid out.
The leverage of Turbo Certificates enables investors
to participate above average in the underlying's
performance. The leverage effect results from the
investor's diminished capital expenditure:
▫▫ The lower the capital component, the higher the
leverage.

▫▫ Short Turbo Certificate
In Short Turbo Certificates, the investor expects the
underlying's price to decrease. The barrier and the
strike are above the current underlying's price and the
barrier is set (just) below the strike.
▫▫ If the underlying's price rises, the Turbo Certificate's
price drops and approximates the barrier. If the
barrier is reached, the Turbo Certificate is knocked
out and the residual value, if any, is paid out.
▫▫ If the underlying's price decreases, the investor
benefits with a leverage effect from the rise of Short
Turbo Certificate.
Short Turbo Certificates are also employed to hedge
securities positions.
EXAMPLE 1: Leverage in a Long Turbo Certificate
The investor expects a particular share to post a positive
performance and wishes to participate above average
in this performance without full capital employment. The
share costs EUR 100.
The investor does not purchase the share but acquires
a Turbo Certificate in the amount of EUR 25. The
difference to the share's price of EUR 75 is provided as
financing component by the issuer.
Share price
Capital
Financing

EUR 100
EUR 25
EUR 75

Leverage = Underlying's price / Capital

▫▫ The closer the underlying's price quotes at the strike,
the higher the leverage.
▫▫ The higher the leverage, the higher the opportunities
but also the risks.

Thus the leverage is 4.
If the share rises by 1% to EUR 101, the Turbo Certificate
increases from EUR 25 to EUR 26 which equals a
performance of +4%.
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EXAMPLE 2: Long Turbo Certificate on a share
The investor acquires a Long Turbo Certificate with the
subsequent key data:
Underlying
Share price
Strike
Barrier
Price of the Turbo Certificate

XY share
EUR 100
EUR 50
EUR 51
EUR 50

Share investment = Financing component + Capital
EUR 100 = EUR 50 + EUR 50

The investor provides half of the capital but nevertheless
participates fully in the underlying's performance. The
leverage comes to 2; thus the Long Turbo Certificate
reacts doubly to changes of the underlying.
Performance XY share
+ 10% (EUR 110)
+ 25% (EUR 125)
- 20% (EUR 80)

Price Turbo Certificate
EUR 60 (+ 20%)
EUR 75 (+ 50%)
EUR 30 (- 40%)

Residual value
If the certificate is knocked out prior to maturity, the
issuer sells the shares that have been kept for hedging
purposes.
If the XY shares decreases from EUR 51.50 to EUR
50.50, the barrier is violated. The hedge was closed
at EUR 50.50.
Hedge close-out - Strike = Residual value
EUR 50.50 - EUR 50 = EUR 0.50

The Turbo Certificate's residual value is thus EUR 0.50
which is paid to the investor.
Knock-Out-Event and residual value
in a Long Turbo Certificate
Price of
share
52
51.5

Knock-out event
If the XY share undercuts the barrier of EUR 51, the
Turbo Certificate is knocked out and redeemed at the
residual value.

Knock-Out-Event
Barrier

51
50.5
50

The leverage also applies if the underlying decreases. If
the XY share's performance does not meet the investor's
expectation, the investor might also suffer a total loss of
the invested capital.

Hedge close-out

Share
Residual value
Strike

49.5
49
Time

If the hedge cannot be closed above the strike – in
case of strong price movements – no residual value
is paid out and the turbo expires worthless. In Turbo
Certificates, the investor is never required to provide
additional collateral.
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▫▫ What should you bear in mind for all types of certificates?
Certificates bear an "issuer risk" and the possibility of a "bail-in".
As bearer bonds, certificates are not covered by the deposit insurance scheme. The certificate holder is exposed
to the risk that the issuer might be unable to fulfil its obligations in respect of the certificate, such as in the event
of insolvency (inability to pay/over-indebtedness). Such risk is referred to as "issuer risk" or "credit risk". In
addition, the Austrian Act on Recovery and Resolution ("BASAG") applies which governs procedures to resolve
and recover banks. Holders of certificates might be affected by such supervisory measures ("bail-in") as regards
their claims. In all types of certificates a loss of the total or substantial part of the capital invested is possible.
More detailed information is available at www.rcb.at/en/customerinformation

Turbo Certificates – details you should be aware of:
▫▫ Leverage, leverage effect: Due to the Turbo Certificate's leverage effect price fluctuations of the
underlying have an above average impact on the Turbo Certificate's price. Yet a minor, unfavourable
performance of the underlying can result in a major loss even a total loss of the invested capital. The
likelihood to suffer a total loss increases.
▫▫ Financing costs: The provision of capital required for the leverage the Turbo Certificate incurs financing
costs. These are taken into account by daily adjusting the strike and the barrier and result in a decrease in
the Turbo Certificate's value.
▫▫ Roll over: Turbo Certificates on commodity underlying are mostly based on commodity futures with a
limited term. Prior to their expiry, they are rolled over to a new futures contract. Depending on the market
situation, the roll over may result in profit or losses which are taken into account for the multiplier.
▫▫ Market risk: The value of a Turbo Certificate is dependent on the underlying's performance. An
unfavourable performance of the underlying may result in price fluctuations of the certificate. This may result
in a partial or even total loss of the invested capital.
▫▫ Currency risk: If the underlying quotes in a currency that is different to the certificate's currency, and the
certificate is not currency hedged, exchange rate fluctuations during the term impact the price of the Turbo
Certificate. Due to the market risk, this may increase the potential loss.
▫▫ Payouts of the underlying: Dividends and similar payouts of the underlying are taken into account in the
certificate's structuring and are not paid out.
Please note the information on issuer and bail-in risk in the section "Basic Knowledge of Certificates"
as well as the comprehensive information available on the website at www.rcb.at/en/customerinformation
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"Turbo Certificates enable experienced
traders to generate above average profit at
low capital expenditure."
Alexander Unger
Origination & Trading, Structured Products, RCB
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FURTHER INFORMATION
Website: www.rcb.at
On the website of Raiffeisen Centrobank AG you will find current
prices as well as all relevant marketing and legal documents
relating to our certificates. In addition, we inform you about new
subscriptions and the latest news in the world of certificates. The
responsive design of the RCB website also allows an optimal use
on a smartphone or tablet. www.rcb.at

Video series: Certificates Knowledge
Compact
Within the video series "Certificates Knowledge Compact"
certificates expert Stefan Neubauer explains the functionality and
payout profiles of the following certificate categories: Capital
Protection Certificates, Bonus Certificates, Express Certificates
and Reverse Convertible Bonds.
www.rcb.at/en/certificates/know-how

Certificate Finder
The investment certificate finder is intended to provide an
introduction to the world of capital protected certificates, bonus
certificates, and reverse convertible bonds from our vast range
of products (roughly 8,000 investment certificates). It is based
on around 30 products that are updated in line with the market
conditions every two weeks. The investment certificate finder
allows you to define whether the invested capital should be
protected (capital protected certificates) or whether you prefer
only partial protection in favour of a higher return (bonus
certificates/reverse convertible bonds). At the end of the process,
the available products with the most matches are sorted based on
the other criteria you select.
www.certificatefinder.at

Product hotline
You can contact our certificate experts on the product hotline.
By phone: +43151520484
By e-mail: produkte@rcb.at
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IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE
In spite of all possible care taken, the data contained in this marketing communication is provided purely as nonbinding information. This marketing communication constitutes neither investment advice, an offer or a recommendation
nor an invitation to execute a transaction. The information contained in this marketing communication is generic and no
consideration is given to the personal circumstances of potential investors. The information contained in this marketing
communication substitutes neither the necessary individual investment advice for the purchase or sale of investments
nor shall any investment decision be taken on the basis of this document. This marketing communication has not been
prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and
is not subject to the prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
The sole legal basis for all financial instruments described in this marketing communication is the Base Prospectus
(including any possible supplements or amendments) which has been approved by the Austrian Financial Market
Authority (FMA) in connection with the corresponding Final Terms of the financial instruments. The approved Base
Prospectus (including any possible supplements or amendments) has been deposited at the Oesterreichische
Kontrollbank AG. These documents as well as further information are provided on the website of Raiffeisen
Centrobank AG at www.rcb.at/en/the-bank/publications/securities-prospectus or www.rcb.at for free download.
Unless otherwise explicitly expressed in any of the cited documents above, no measures have been taken in any
national legal system which should permit a public offering of the products described therein.
The information presented does not constitute binding tax advice. Tax treatment of investments is dependent on the
personal situation of the investor and may be subject to change.
The information contained in this brochure has been carefully compiled by us and is based on sources that we deem
to be reliable. However, we can not guarantee the completeness and correctness.
Basic Information Sheet (KIDs): For the securities described herein, a key information document (KID) is available. This
can be obtained free of charge and in English by entering the securities identification number (ISIN) of the security
at www.rcb.at.

IMPRINT
according to Austrian media law
Media owner and publisher:
Editing, production and design
Raiffeisen Centrobank AG
Place of publication:
Tegetthoffstraße 1
1015 Vienna
Austria
Raiffeisen Centrobank AG
Phone: +43 (0)1 515 20-0
E-Mail: produkte@rcb.at
Website: www.rcb.at
Misprints and errors are reserved
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ONE TEAM – ONE PASSION FOR CERTIFICATES
Structured Products

Further information may be obtained from the consultant at your local bank, on the Internet at www.rcb.at or on the
product hotline of Raiffeisen Centrobank AG: +43 (0)1 51520 - 484 or via e-mail to produkte@rcb.at
Heike Arbter (Head of Structured Products)
Philipp Arnold
Roman Bauer
Raphael Bischinger
Vera Buttinger
Philipp Engler, BSc
Walter Friehsinger
Marianne Kögel
Kathrin Korinek
Anna Kujawska
Jaroslav Kysela
Thomas Mairhofer
Aleksandar Makuljevic
Monika Mrnustikova
Anja Niederreiter
Premysl Placek
Thomas Pusterhofer
Michal Polin
Martin Rainer
Ludwig Schweighofer
Thomas Stagl
Alexander Unger
Mag. Fabiola Vicenova
Martin Vonwald

Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 407
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 469
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 384
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 432
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 350
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 348
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 392
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 482
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 401
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 404
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 481
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 395
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 385
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 386
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 483
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 394
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 379
Ph.: +421/257203 - 041
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 391
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 460
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 351
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 478
Ph.:+421/257203 - 040
Ph.: +43 1/51520 - 338

heike.arbter@rcb.at
philipp.arnold@rcb.at
roman.bauer@rcb.at
raphael.bischinger@rcb.at
vera.buttinger@rcb.at
philipp.engler@rcb.at
walter.friehsinger@rcb.at
marianne.koegel@rcb.at
kathrin.korinek@rcb.at
anna.kujawska@rcb.at
jaroslav.kysela@rcb.at
thomas.mairhofer@rcb.at
aleksandar.makuljevic@rcb.at
monika.mrnustikova@rcb.at
anja.niederreiter@rcb.at
premysl.placek@rcb.at
thomas.pusterhofer@rcb.at
michal.polin@rcb.sk
martin.rainer@rcb.at
ludwig.schweighofer@rcb.at
thomas.stagl@rcb.at
alexander.unger@rcb.at
fabiola.vicenova@rcb.at
martin.vonwald@rcb.at
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